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01Executive summary

The project “Mapping Nature for People and the Planet in Uganda” seeks to support
Uganda to locate and safeguard the country’s Essential Life Support Areas (ELSAs) or
locations where nature-based actions can protect key biodiversity and provide humans
with critical ecosystem services, such as carbon storage, food, fresh water, and disaster
risk reduction. To map ELSAs, the project has supported Uganda to identify 13 priority
targets around nature, climate change, and sustainable development, and locate spatial
data that could represent these targets. The final ELSA maps will show where actions to
protect, manage, and restore nature can lead to the achievement of these targets,
supporting Uganda to deliver on its commitments to the Rio Conventions and 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development.  
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The project is led by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), National
Environment Management Authority (NEMA), University of Northern British Columbia
(UNBC), National Geographic Society, and Impact Observatory,  with funding from the
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation and the Global Environment Facility (GEF). Technical
workshop support is also provided by Pacific Marine Analysis and Research Association
(PacMARA). 
In May 2020, stakeholders convened for the first virtual workshop where they set the
project vision, identified the top 13 priority targets for the country, and provided a list of
essential national data layers for Uganda. Building off the groundwork laid in this first
workshop, the project held a second workshop in November 2020. Divided into four parts,
the workshop provided an introduction to the principles and applications of Systematic
Conservation Planning (SCP), trained participants on how to run analyses in cutting-edge
SCP software, led to the co-creation of Uganda’s ELSA maps in a historic real-time
exercise, and, finally, gave an overview of how Uganda could use dynamic monitoring to
document progress to implement the actions recommended by the ELSA maps and achieve
the country’s priority policy targets.  
This report covers the workshop, summarising the key presentations and the feedback
received on the data and methods behind the mapping process.  

https://unsplash.com/@musiime
https://unsplash.com/photos/ysoktVeMboA
https://www.undp.org/
http://www.nema.go.ug/
https://oscarventer.net/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/
https://www.impactobservatory.com/
https://www.moore.org/
https://www.thegef.org/
https://pacmara.org/


02Executive summary

01 58 individuals representing a variety of organisations and ministries were
trained on the principles of SCP and its application. 

02 13 individuals were provided with technical training on the use of
prioritzr. This R code facilitates the creation of the ELSA maps for
Uganda, which systematically delineate areas for protection,
management, and conservation based on national priorities. 

03 These two above-mentioned results contributed to building the
necessary in-country capacity to run the ELSA webtool. This was
essential in fostering national project ownership and ensuring that the
workshop outputs could continue to be used and iterated upon after
project closure.   

04 The second iteration of the ELSA map for Uganda was developed in real
time and reviewed by key decision-makers.  

05 This second workshop sparked a great deal of national interest in
exploring where ELSA maps and webtool can be applied to achieve
different national goals, such as: 

Results

Biodiversity conservation 
Human well-being and sustainable agriculture  
Building a national data standard 
Developing the country’s strategy for the post-2020 Global Biodiversity
Framework and revising its National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan
(NBSAP)  
Implementing the country’s Third National Development Plan (NDPIII) 
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https://pixabay.com/users/grassrootscottages-8070037/
https://pixabay.com/photos/grassroots-cottages-and-tours-purongo-3872769/


The National Environment Management Authority, University of Northern British
Columbia, National Geographic Society, Impact Observatory, and UNDP, with support from
the Global Environment Fund and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, held the first
project workshop from 13 May to 3 June 2020. This workshop brought together more than
50 world-class scientists and policy experts from Uganda and around the globe to discuss
how spatial data could be used to identify and monitor nature-based solutions for
biodiversity, climate, and sustainable development in Uganda. During the policy hackathon,
participants reviewed national policy documents to select 13 priority nature-based targets.
This simple exercise provided an overview of the synergies among diverse national
commitments and elucidated a clear landscape of mappable targets. Next, participants
identified national and global data layers that could spatially represent the chosen targets,
including maps of biodiversity, carbon, water security, food security, disaster risk
reduction, and jobs/livelihoods. Finally, the participants solidified next steps, determining
the steps that would be taken to transform the policies and data layers into an actionable
map.  

03Introduction

INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND AND ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN MAPPING NATURE FOR PEOPLE
AND PLANET IN UGANDA
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https://unsplash.com/@sbk202
https://unsplash.com/photos/Xj-d3ZS84pY


Workshop participants included representatives from the environmental and agricultural
sectors, as well as from other key national institutions involving issues of land-use planning
and the application of spatial technologies for decision-making. The participants included
representatives of ENR Africa Center, Environmental Alert, Environmental Management for
Livelihood Improvement, EnviroSpatio Consults Ltd., Green World Challenge, International
Union for Conservation of Nature, Makerere University, Ministry of Agriculture, Animal,
Industry and Fisheries of Uganda, Ministry of Water and Environment of Uganda, Ministry
of Wildlife, Tourism and Antiquities of Uganda, National Agriculture Research Organisation,
National Biodiversity Data Bank, National Environment Management Authority, National
Forestry Authority, National Planning Authority, Total E&P Uganda Office, Uganda National
Council of Science and Technology, Uganda Wildlife Authority, United Nations Environment
Programme, United Organisation for Batwa Development in Uganda, World Agroforestry,
and Wildlife Conservation Society, among others.  

04Introduction
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OBJECTIVES FOR THE SECOND PROJECT WORKSHOP 
The project partners hosted a second virtual workshop from 23 November to 3 December
2020 to build national capacity and create the second Essential Life Support Area map for
Uganda. Building on the results of the initial workshop, the second workshop had four
parts, each with a concrete objective: 

Part 1: Introduction to the principles and applications of SCP. This part provided a
general introduction to the core concepts of SCP, decision-support tools, and multi-
objective multi-zone planning. It also offered guidance on how to communicate,
implement and evaluate spatial management plans. 
Part 2: Using prioritzr to run SCP analyses. This part introduced participants to the
prioritzr package to demonstrate how SCP concepts could be put into practice. 
Part 3: Co-Creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map. In Part 3, participants produced
a second iteration of Uganda’s ELSA map. This map creates a roadmap to achieving the
13 priority policy objectives selected during the first project workshop. 
Part 4: Monitoring Uganda’s ELSAs. This final part provided more detail on the Dynamic
World land use land cover dataset produced by National Geographic Society and Impact
Observatory. Participants also learned how Dynamic World could be used to produce
dynamic indicators for Uganda’s priority targets, supporting the country to report on
progress to implement its ELSA map.  
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/albums/72157671507847392
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49506207281/in/album-72157671507847392/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49506207281/in/album-72157671507847392/


PART I: UNPACKING THE SCIENCE
BEHIND ESSENTIAL LIFE SUPPORT AREAS
(ELSAS) 

Ms. Monique Akullo, Senior Internal Monitoring and Evaluation Officer at NEMA, opened
the workshop with a high-level overview of the project. Akullo highlighted the country’s
aim to develop capacity around spatial planning and use SCP to achieve its nature-based
goals. The inputs of workshop participants, she detailed, would help create a map with
firm grounding within the political context that could help deliver across both national
goals and the commitments of Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), UN Convention to
Combat Desertification (UNCCD), UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.  

05Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

Recordings: Sessions 1-3 Sessions 4-6
The goal of Part 1 was to provide an introduction to the main concepts of SCP, the science
used to create Uganda's ELSA map. The training offered a general overview of SCP
fundamentals, SCP decision support tools, and showed how to formulate a multi-target,
multi-zone plan using real-world examples. Part 1 also provided guidance on how to best
communicate, implement, and evaluate spatial management plans.  

SESSION 1
Session 1 introduced participants to the workshop objectives and set the context for the
work of the project in Uganda through presentations from a variety of national and
international speakers.  
INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME 
Ms. Monique Akullo, Senior Internal Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, National
Environment Management Authority (NEMA) 

THE VISION BEHIND MAPPING NATURE FOR PEOPLE AND PLANET IN UGANDA 
Dr. Jamison Ervin, Manager, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Presentation | Video
Dr. Jamison Ervin, Manager of UNDP Global Programme on Nature for Development,
presented the vision for the project Mapping Nature for People and Planet in Uganda.
Nature, she explained, is indivisible from the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
providing ecosystem services that underpin carbon sequestration, water security, disaster
risk reduction, food security, and livelihoods. Despite the central importance of nature,
the earth is witnessing rapid changes that will define humanity’s future. Human behaviour
is causing species decline, rising levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide, tropical tree cover
loss, and soil degradation.

|

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF SYSTEMATIC
CONSERVATION PLANNING (SCP) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVoxoLTD0DI&list=PL8vwCyAB16RrNnqsx_1J94Z6mZnAtmsWN&index=5&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gd1mVPZaP8I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AME7YVDZ0bM&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=NBSAPForum
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hao9dm888wxd3jb/Part%201-Session%202-Jamison%20Ervin-Vision.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVoxoLTD0DI&list=PL8vwCyAB16RrNnqsx_1J94Z6mZnAtmsWN&index=5&t=0s&ab_channel=NBSAPForum
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As natural ecosystems are converted for human use, human-
wildlife-livestock contact increases, and in tandem, our rate of
exposure to zoonotic diseases like COVID-19. To avert a
planetary disaster, countries must: 

Recognize the central role of nature in sustainable
development and planetary health; 
2. Join efforts to conserve nature, combat climate change,
and advance sustainable development across ministries and
institutions; and 
3.  Ensure governments have the technical capacity and/or
financial resources to access spatial data and innovative
technologies for baselining, planning, monitoring, and
reporting on nature. 

1.

2.

3.

Mapping Nature for People and Planet promotes spatial data as a
tool to identify nature-based solutions that can deliver across
multiple national priorities, goals, and actions. Through cutting-
edge science, the project aims to identify Essential Life Support
Areas (ELSAs), regions where actions to protect, manage, and
restore vital ecosystems can achieve policy targets for climate,
nature, and sustainable development in Uganda. To do this, the
project relies on the expertise of national policy experts and
conservationists to identify Uganda’s priority policy targets and
corresponding spatial data. Uganda, as well as the other pilot
countries, will emerge as leaders in SCP, using spatial data to
take action for people and the planet. 

PROGRESS FROM THE FIRST WORKSHOP AND VISION FOR
UGANDA’S ELSA MAP 
Mr. Fred Onyai, Internal Monitoring and Evaluation Manager,
NEMA 

Presentation
Mr. Fred Onyai, Internal Monitoring and Evaluation Manager at
NEMA, presented on the progress made in the first workshop
and elucidated the overall goal of employing cutting-edge spatial
data approaches to enhance national biodiversity planning. More
specifically, Uganda aims to use the project to:  

Consolidate national datasets for helping create a
biodiversity baseline; 
Identify national priorities for nature, climate, and
sustainable development and connect them to national and
global spatial data layers; 
Identify ELSAs by using scientific methods;  
Inform data-driven, science-based decision-making; and 
Enhance monitoring and reporting.  

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
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Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/ELSA_Progress_Visioning_Uganda.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49460982818/in/album-72157671507847392/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49460982818/in/album-72157671507847392/
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SESSION 2
Session 2 provided participants with a broad introduction to principles of SCP.
Stakeholders came away from the session with a shared understanding of key SCP-related
terms and gained a better sense of what features are sought after when determining where
to create conservation areas.  

INTRODUCTION FOR POLICYMAKERS AND MANAGERS TO SCP 
Ms. Norma Serra, Training Program Manager, PacMARA 

Presentation
Ms. Norma Serra, Training Program Manager at PacMARA, opened the session by asking
participants to write down the factors that should be taken into account when identifying
new areas for conservation (Fig. 1). Participants mentioned habitat and key biodiversity
species protection, natural resources, and human well-being as important qualities of
potential conservation areas. 

FIGURE 1. Participants’ comments on criteria important to identify conservation areas. 

During the first project workshop, stakeholders chose the top 13 mappable policy targets,
focusing on ecosystems and species diversity, green energy and climate actions, disaster
risk reduction, agriculture and livestock, fisheries, and water resources. Then, national data
experts identified data layers that could spatially represent the targets. In the following
months, the core project team used this data, as well as other national and global spatial
layers, to draft preliminary ELSA maps. Onyai applauded these efforts and regarded the
workshop as “one of our best outputs of the year”. 
To close, Onyai explained that the ELSA project tool could serve as a key tool to create
Uganda’s Third National Development Plan (NDPIII), providing insights related to
biodiversity and ecosystem services. Real-time data and ELSA spatial inventories will
inform better programming and planning for effective nature-based actions. 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://www.dropbox.com/s/67th6qiyyzesmfh/1_SCP_Principles_PacMARA_UGANDA_Nov2020%20FINAL.pdf?dl=0
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After this foundational exercise, Serra began by introducing participants to the official
definition of SCP and other key terms that would be used throughout the remainder of the
sessions. These included: 

SCP

CONSERVATION FEATURES

PLANNING UNITS

Formal method for identifying potential areas for conservation management that will
most efficiently achieve a specific set of objectives, commonly some minimum
representation of biodiversity. The process involves a clear and structured approach
to priority setting, and is now the standard for both terrestrial and marine
conservation. The effectiveness of systematic conservation planning stems from its
ability to make the best use of limited fiscal resources towards achieving
conservation goals and do so in a manner that is defensible, accountable, and
transparently recognises the requirements of different resource users.  

An element of biodiversity selected as a focus for conservation planning or action.
This can include ecological classifications, habitat types, species, physical features,
processes or any element that can be measured in a planning unit. In the ELSA
process, each priority target for a country may correspond to one or multiple
conservation features depending on its complexity.  

Planning units are the building blocks of a reserve system. A study area is divided
into planning units that are smaller geographic parcels of regular or irregular shapes.
Examples include squares, hexagons, cadastral parcels and hydrological units. 

MAXIMUM COVERAGE PROBLEM
The objective of the maximal coverage problem is to maximize protection of features
subject to the constraint that the resources expended do not exceed a fixed cost.
The ELSA process uses a maximum coverage problem formulation.

MINIMUM SET PROBLEM
The objective of the minimum-set problem is to minimize resources expended,
subject to the constraint that all features meet their conservation objectives.  
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Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://unsplash.com/@musiime
https://unsplash.com/photos/xjC6qG6TNJc
https://unsplash.com/photos/xjC6qG6TNJc
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Comprehensiveness: A ‘comprehensive’ reserve system contains a portion of many
conservation features, including species, habitats or ecological processes.  
Representativeness: Conservation areas should contain a range of variation for the
biodiversity feature they represent. If a protected area is built to promote aquatic
biodiversity, for example, it should hold a wide range of wildlife including fish,
crustaceans, amphibians, and birds.  

She emphasized that when using SCP, policymakers should keep in mind five key principles
to ensure optimal results: comprehensiveness, representativeness, complementarity,
adequacy, efficiency, and spatial arrangement of the conservation area. 

Serra also outlined the general steps taken in a SCP process (Fig. 2). 

FIGURE 2: 11 general stages of SCP. 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://pixabay.com/photos/uganda-wildlife-giraffes-under-tree-5395485/
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Adequacy: Conservation areas are considered ‘adequate’ if
they ensure the persistence of all conservation features
contained within. This involves setting quantitative
conservation targets to protect enough of each conservation
feature.  
Spatial arrangement of the conservation areas: The objective
of a well-connected network of conservation areas is to
maintain the stability of the ecological processes, such as the
dispersal of species, gene flow between isolated populations,
migration, and the evolution of species. The following
questions should be asked:  
- Which is better, a single large, protected area or several
small reserves? 
- What shape should the reserve (or reserves) be? 
- Should they be connected in some way, or should they be
isolated from each other?

Other considerations to keep in mind when establishing new
conservation areas are: existing parks and reserves, lands
managed by indigenous peoples, places of historical or cultural
importance, and areas with a high human footprint that are
unsuitable for conservation.  
One of the primary tasks of conservation planners is to decide
how much of a particular species or habitat needs to be protected
(Fig. 4). During the interactive session, participants named
potential ways to make this determination, including land use,
species richness, extent of encroachment/extinction, land
ownership, and more. National targets and international
agreements are also valuable to determining how much land
should be included in conservation areas.  

Complementarity: Sites should complement each other based
on the conservation features they contain: ‘the whole is more
than the sum of the parts’. In the example in Fig. 3, protecting
planning units D and E would be ideal because the species in
the two regions complement each other in harmonious
predator/prey relationships.   
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Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/28941714516/in/album-72157671507847392/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/28941714516/in/album-72157671507847392/
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FIGURE 3: Complementarity of the conservation areas. 

FIGURE  4. How much needs to be protected of a particular species or habitat. 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs



Serra opened the session with an interactive demo of an SCP analysis from Apropos
Information Systems (Fig. 5). The game presents players with a grid of cells, each
representing a planning unit or a region that could be turned into a protected area. The
red, blue, and green numbers on the cells represent the contributions that those cells will
make to three different conservation features, which could represent species or ecosystem
services. Each cell also has a unique price which is the cost (in US$) to turn that cell into a
protected area. The aim is to design a protected area network that meets the targets
around each of the three conservation features in the most inexpensive way. The game also
uses boundary length penalties to encourage players to connect as many of their planning
units as possible; if a player has a single clumped area, they will have a shorter boundary
and therefore the boundary length penalty is lower. The boundary length penalty reflects
the fact that connected protected areas allow for richer biodiversity values than disparate
ones.  

12

SESSION 3
Session 3 introduced Marxan and other decision support tools that can be used to run SCP
analyses.

USING SCP DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS FOR NATIONAL NEEDS 
Ms. Norma Serra, Training Program Manager, PacMARA 

Presentation

INTERACTIVE EXERCISE ON SCP 

FIGURE 5: Interactive SCP exercise using Marxan from Apropos Information Systems. 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://aproposinfosystems.com/en/solutions/marxan-demo/
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/2_DecisionSupportTools_PacMARA_ENG_Nov2020.pdf


Serra explained that this exercise provides an academic demonstration of how SCP decision
support tools can help identify the ideal areas for protection, management and restoration.
By adding the cost of the planning areas, plus the boundary length costs and the species
penalties, Marxan assigns each possible conservation area solution with a score (Fig. 6). The
lower the score, the more net benefits gained through creating a protected area in that
particular region. During the Q&A session, Serra demonstrated that the objective is to find
an efficient solution with the lowest score which at the same time meets the nation's
objectives depending on the criteria. The objective can be associated with either national
targets or monetary budget constraints. This type of cost-benefit analysis can provide
policymakers with a set of possible solutions to achieve their conservation goals.  

13

FIGURE 6: Depiction of how Marxan calculates the scores for a given conservation
solution.  

Serra stressed that tools such as Marxan and prioritzr cannot make the decisions, and
therefore do not replace administrators or spatial planning specialists. SCP tools simply
process available data and suggest potential solutions. It is up to policymakers to locate and
input the best available data as well as to determine how to take action based on the
conservation solutions selected by these tools. Marxan, prioritzr, and other SCP tools
cannot resolve the political, social, or economic problems related to conservation. This is
why continued stakeholder engagement is crucial to determine the best solution given the
context. 
Following this introduction, Serra detailed nine key steps that describe how to best
operationalize these tools to support conservation planning and implementation (Fig. 7).
These steps represent a general approach for using decision support tools to run SCP
analyses and are reflected in the steps followed by the Mapping Nature for People and
Planet project. 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs
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FIGURE 7: 9-Step Workflow to use tools like Marxan and prioritzr to identify priority
areas for conservation. 

In Step 1, referred to as ‘problem formulation’, policymakers and other stakeholders identify
the goals and objectives they would like SCP to support them to achieve. Step 2 defines the
extent of the planning area, in terms of both scale (extent of the analysis) and resolution
(size of the planning unit). Step 3 and 4 address collecting spatial and/or socio-economic
data as an input for the analysis. These data will serve as proxies for the conservation
features that stakeholders identified in Step 1. They will also help to define the zones where
conservation actions can occur.  
In an interactive exercise, participants identified types of socio-economic data layers that
could be included in SCP analyses, such as land ownership/tenure, human settlement
patterns, population size, land use, as well as livelihoods dependence on ecosystem
services, infrastructure development, policy and legal frameworks, and many other data
layers. Serra reminded participants that these data need to be spatialized, otherwise they
won’t be able to be included in the analysis. 
Serra also stressed the importance of environmental indices, such as maps on species
distribution, ecosystem services, or the human footprint, as valuable sources of
information. Socio-economic considerations can be incorporated into conservation
planning by including information on costs and constraints, such as land acquisition costs,
operational costs, opportunities lost, and measures of naturalness or human impacts. 
Step 5 focuses on setting conservation targets for the SCP analysis. Serra emphasized the
importance of reaching an agreement with relevant stakeholders on the analysis’ goals even
before the mapping begins. These goals can be altered later on, but the groundwork laid in
these discussions is critical. Step 6 ensures existing protected areas are incorporated
within the parameters of the analysis. In Step 7, the spatial data layers are prepared for
input into the analyses. Here Serra re-iterated that the quality of each data layer is critical.
In Step 8 the analysis is run, the map created, and feedback incorporated.  

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs
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Save time, energy and resources; 
Guide users through difficult decision-making processes; 
Identify multiple good solutions; 
Explore a wide range of alternatives (trade-offs); and 
Select priority areas in a systematic, repeatable,
transparent, and efficient manner.  

Serra noted the benefits of using decision support tools to:  
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In closing, Serra warned that these tools should be used to
provide decision support rather than make decisions.      They
do not replace stakeholder inputs and engagement. For
instance, if policymakers set the parameters for each of the
different conservation features of the analysis too high in
Step 5, there will be little room for flexibility. Therefore,
stakeholders must find the right balance between different
features. The parameters of these features can be revised in
an iterative process.  
During the Q&A session, participants asked valuable
questions about how to use the same tools to assess    
 protected areas      and how data representation could be
improved in Uganda.      For protected area assessments,
Serra suggested a series of actions including performing a
gap analysis, setting evaluation criteria, running tools, and
combining outputs on a map.  

SESSION 4
In Session 4, participants learned how to use SCP to identify
the best conservation actions for multiple objectives. 

SPATIAL PLANNING OF MANAGEMENT ZONES TO
ACHIEVE MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES 
Ms. Norma Serra, Training Program Manager, PacMARA 

Presentation

SCP’s key strength is that it offers a way to plan for multiple
objectives, even when they are not aligned. To introduce
participants to multi-objective SCP, Serra showed how to
approach Step 1, on problem formulation. To develop a multi-
objective SCP problem formulation requires engaging with
different stakeholders to understand the synergies and
trade-offs among the different objectives. This in turn can
help us to identify the actions needed to meet these different
objectives. In the ELSA process, each of the 13 priority targets
identified during the first workshop are objectives within the
analysis. 

INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-OBJECTIVE SCP 
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Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/albums/72157671507847392
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/2_DecisionSupportTools_PacMARA_ENG_Nov2020.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/28354923784/in/album-72157671507847392/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/28354923784/in/album-72157671507847392/
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To demonstrate this in a simple example, Serra asked participants to identify synergies
across three objectives: biodiversity, carbon retention, and logging (Fig. 8). From the
exercise, participants concluded that biodiversity protection and carbon sequestration are
in fact compatible objectives and could therefore be achieved in the same area. However,
logging clearly conflicts with those objectives. In this scenario, it would be best to plan for
two areas: a conservation area (Conservation Zone) for biodiversity and carbon, and a
production area (Forestry Zone) where the country could allow biomass extraction. SCP
tools would be necessary to define the preferred location of these areas following Steps 2-
8. 

Serra then provided an example of Steps 2-3, asking the participants to imagine they have
mapped out the quadrants holding the most value for each of the objectives, with the
quadrants in red being those with the highest quality for each objective (Fig. 9). In reality,
the biodiversity objective might be mapped with a data layer that shows the number of
endangered animals in the region. For climate change mitigation, the area could be
mapped by a spatial data layer showing the tons of carbon that could be sequestered by its
forests. For this example, Serra asked participants to use Figure 8 to locate the best areas
for biodiversity, carbon retention, and logging. 

FIGURE 8: Synergies and incompatibilities across different objectives 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs
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FIGURE 9: Spatial ‘map’ of the highest to lowest quality areas for biodiversity, carbon
retention, and logging.   

Step 4 introduces the idea of costs and constraints. Essentially, this helps to take into
account that in addition to the quality of an area for a given objective, it is important to
consider costs that might be associated with achieving it. This could be a human cost, an
economic cost, or an ecological cost. Spatial data can also be used as proxies to represent
different costs. For example, a layer showing road networks could serve as a proxy for
human pressure, enabling the software to allocate costs according to the distance that an
area is from a road. The closer the planning unit is from a road, the better it might be for
timber production (low cost for timber production; high cost for conservation), and
conversely, the further the area is from a road, the better it might be for conservation (low
cost for conservation). Both Marxan or prioritzr can be used to run this analysis (Steps 5-8),
revealing areas that could be best for each objective based on both features and
constraints.  
REAL WORLD EXAMPLE OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE SCP  
Serra offered a real-world example of the design of a green infrastructure network in
Catalonia, describing how the government used this approach to generate a plan that could
achieve multiple objectives. The project aimed to connect green areas and improve
ecosystem services while extracting biomass. The project team began by running an
analysis based to identify synergies and incompatibilities across the three objectives. Based
on this analysis, the project determined that it would be beneficial to identify disparate
regions for each of the three objectives: conservation, green infrastructure, and biomass
extraction. 
The team then identified data layers that could represent each of the objectives and
determined the costs associated with creating areas for conservation, green infrastructure,
and biomass extraction across different parts of Catalonia. The basis of this costing metric
was the human footprint layer, which shows regions heavily impacted by human behaviour.
Serra emphasized the difference between human footprint and inverse human footprint.

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs
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The value of areas that have a higher inverse human footprint are more pristine and have a
higher cost. The logic behind this was that areas with low human footprint would be better
for conservation areas and ecosystem services. Therefore, when running analysis to identify
areas suitable for conservation, the algorithm prioritized regions with low human footprint
and the opposite was true when identifying regions suitable for biomass extraction.  
Through this SCP analysis, the team in Catalonia obtained the map in Fig. 10. After creating
an initial map, they worked with stakeholders to adjust the parameters for each objective
according to regional priorities. Throughout this process, the Marxan software showed the
degree to which each objective could be achieved as the weights changed, enabling
stakeholders to iterate their parameters to come to the best solution to reflect regional
priorities. 

FIGURE 10: SCP map for Catalonia showing where land should be allocated for
conservation, green infrastructure (‘mixed’), and biomass extraction (‘exploitation’).  

SESSION 5
In Session 5, Serra who explained the importance of the data that is input into the SCP
decision support tool (Steps 2, 3, 4). 

DATA, DATA, DATA 
Ms. Norma Serra, Training Program Manager, PacMARA 

Presentation

What data do I need to solve the problem at hand? 
How much resources and time I have to gather and prepare the data? 
Is the data good enough? Does it include metadata? 
Should we invest in acquiring more or better data? 

The following are key questions that stakeholders should ask regarding the data: 

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs
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An important point is that it is better to invest in obtaining
and/or generating the data related to constraints than the
data related to conservation features. Adjustments to the
data serving as constraints can have a greater effect on the
results than adjustments to the feature data.  
Serra also addressed the importance of the quality of data,
explaining that if the input data is bad, the output will be bad
as well. When there is doubt over whether certain data
should be used or not, it is advisable to perform a sensitivity
analysis by running different scenarios and comparing them.  
To evaluate the data, it is important to keep in mind the
following criteria: 

01 THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF PLANNING UNITS
Formal method for identifying potential areas for
conservation management that will most efficiently
achieve a specific set of objectives, commonly some
minimum representation of biodiversity. The
process involves a clear and structured approach to
priority setting, and is now the standard for both
terrestrial and marine conservation. The
effectiveness of systematic conservation planning
stems from its ability to make the best use of
limited fiscal resources towards achieving
conservation goals and do so in a manner that is
defensible, accountable, and transparently
recognises the requirements of different resource
users.  

02 SPATIAL CONSISTENCY
It can be tricky to run analysis with data that are
detailed in some regions and scant in others. The
solution to this might be to divide the region into
two areas: one where data is robust and the other
where it is scarce. Data layers might also be
seemingly incompatible because they were derived
through different methodologies. In this case, the
data would need to be standardised.  

03 TEMPORAL CONSISTENCY
This refers to the period of time during which the
data was collected. It is important to consider the
age of the data, as well as the impacts that climate
change would have on certain layers, such as
species distribution. If mapping one species across
a large region is only possible by piecing together
datasets from different time-periods, this might be
acceptable, but only if we know that the species
distribution doesn’t vary much from year to year.  
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04 REPRESENTATIONAL CONSISTENCY
This refers to the methodology used to generate data and spatially represent the
object or phenomenon of interest. If there is no data available for a conservation
feature, policymakers can use other proxies. However, when using proxies, it’s
important to: a) be clear about what they do and do not represent; b) have clear
documentation on how they were created; c) look for ground-truthing evidence
to make sure that the proxies accurately reflect the objects they attempt to
represent. If it’s impossible to find the correct proxies, it might be advantageous
to engage in data collection.

In the interactive session, participants identified advantages and disadvantages of using
surrogates or proxies in conservation planning. Cost effectiveness, improving efficiency,
time saving, feasibility, larger coverage, and bridging data gaps are the benefits to use
surrogates or proxies. On the other hand, inaccuracies, difficulty in choosing a surrogate,
and low data integrity and reliability are the challenges that arise though using surrogates
or proxies. 
In conclusion, Serra cautioned participants that data management is unpredictable.
Because there may be many available layers, good data management is necessary. 
This should include collecting: a) metadata; b) documentation on any data transformation
and pre-processing steps; and c) agreements between the data creators and the users. 

SESSION 6
The final session of Part 1 focused on using a map produced using Systematic Conservation
Planning approaches for implementation. 

NOW THAT I HAVE A MAP OF PRIORITY SITES, WHAT COMES NEXT?  
Ms. Norma Serra, Training Program Manager, PacMARA 

Presentation
Serra cautioned that without a proper understanding of the data and the constraints used,
people might be inclined to see the Marxan analysis as a one-step solution. This is why it is
crucial to communicate to stakeholders the limitations of the results, portraying the maps
as starting points that national or local experts will later need to revise or review. When it
comes to consulting with stakeholders, there are certain tools that can help, such as the
Marxan Web Portal or Seasketch. In the case of Mapping Nature for People and Planet, the
ELSA Webtool serves this function. However, Serra emphasized that traditional in-person
meetings to discuss the analysis are best to ensure that the results represent national
priorities and on-ground realities.  
It is also important to develop a management plan that indicates when, where, and how the
established objectives and goals must be met as well as the monitoring that will be
undertaken to document progress. Serra likewise emphasized that in order to implement
this plan it is absolutely critical that indigenous peoples and local communities are involved
as key stakeholders throughout the process as their existing and continued efforts will be
essential to long-term sustainability.  

Part I. Unpacking the science behind ELSAs
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PART II: USING PRIORITZR TO RUN
SYSTEMATIC CONSERVATION PLANNING
(SCP) ANALYSES IN UGANDA

Recordings
The main goal of Part 2 was to teach participants how to use prioritzr, a tool that spatial
planners can use to run SCP analyses. The presenters demonstrated how this R package
can help implement the concepts shown in Part 1 of the workshop.  

INTRODUCTION TO PRIORITZR AND USING PRIORITZR FOR SCP IN UGANDA 
Dr. Richard Schuster, Research Associate, Carleton University 

Introduction Presentation Maximum Cover Objective Function Presentation
Using Prioritizr for Mapping Essential Life Support Areas Presentation 

|

In Part 2, Dr. Richard Schuster, Research Associate at Carleton University, introduced
prioritzr and demonstrated how it could be used. This technical session took experienced
participants through the R code used to run the SCP analysis for mapping Essential Life
Support Areas. 
To open, Schuster reiterated that conservation is challenging because planners need to run
analyses with various goals in mind, including biodiversity objectives such as species and
ecosystem conservation and other objectives such as recreation and economic growth.
Each of these objectives carries its own limitations and some may conflict with each other. 

https://pixabay.com/photos/giraffes-rothschild-giraffes-uganda-1416574/
https://pixabay.com/photos/giraffes-rothschild-giraffes-uganda-1416574/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7FgJCz63qw&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=NBSAPForum
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Talk1_Introduction_to_prioritzr.pdf
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Talk2_Maximum_cover_objective_function.pdf
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Talk3_prioritizr_for_Uganda.pdf
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Talk3_prioritizr_for_Uganda.pdf
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As detailed in Part 1, there are many decision support tools
for SCP. Schuster explained that the Mapping Nature for
People and Planet project has chosen to use prioritzr
because it is an especially flexible and powerful tool with a
user-friendly interface. Additionally, R, prioritzr’s
programming software, is free and open source, which
enables the analyses to be easily replicated by various
stakeholders. Finally, prioritzr boasts a higher processing
capacity than Marxan, and therefore is able to include a
larger number of planning units and generate results faster.   
Schuster described SCP as a step-wise decision-making
process, as introduced earlier by Serra. The prioritizr
algorithm relies on four components that take place within
Step 8 of the SCP approach (Fig. 7, p. 14). These are: 1)
defining the objective: 2) maximizing or minimizing a variable
to reach the goal; 3) identifying which restrictions should be
complied with in order to reach the goal; and 4) determining
which actions should be carried out to maximise/minimise
the features. Once those components are included, prioritizr
locates areas where the objectives identified can be met at
the lowest cost.  
Schuster shared the prioritzr code with the participants and
walked them through a use case around biodiversity
protection in Tasmania, Australia. This example helped
elucidate both how the code works and its mathematical
underpinnings. In addition, participants learned the
difference between maximum cover objective functions and
minimum set objective functions.  
The workshop ended with a preview of how prioritzr will be
applied in Uganda through the ELSA webtool. This webtool
enables users to run the SCP analysis through a user-friendly
interface that enables the use of prioritzr without
programming knowledge. This webtool enables users to
weigh each conservation feature in the ELSA analysis based
on their importance, review results, and iterate.   
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PART III: CO-CREATION AND
REVISION OF UGANDA’S
ELSA MAP 

Recordings: Sessions 1 and 2 Sessions 3 and 4|
The objective of Part 3 was to jointly develop a second
iteration of Uganda’s ELSA maps. These maps create a
roadmap to achieving the 13 priority policy objectives selected
during the first project workshop. During Part 3, the
participating stakeholders learned how to use the ELSA
Webtool and co-created Uganda’s ELSA map in a historic
exercise.  

SESSION 1
Session 1 provided participants with a refresher on the ELSA
project, and highlighted progress since the first workshop to
enhance the ELSA analysis.  
DEMO OF OPPORTUNITY MAPS WEB TOOL 
Dr. Oscar Venter, Director, Conservation Solutions Lab,
University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) 

Presentation
Dr. Oscar Venter, Director of Conservation Solutions Lab at
UNBC and lead scientist for the Mapping Nature for People
and Planet project, opened his presentation with a reminder
of the overall approach behind using SCP to identify ELSAs.
He noted that it is quite unique to use spatial optimization to
solve conservation problems. In order to do this, spatial
planners must look at biodiversity, climate change and human
well-being as well as multiple land-uses, such as protected
areas, sustainable agriculture, and ecosystem restoration, in
order to choose the best course of action. 
Building on this framing, he introduced in more detail the
progress made by the science team since the first workshop
and the goals of the sessions of Part 3. Following the first
workshop, Venter and his science team worked to adapt the
ELSA webtool to directly reflect the 13 identified policy
targets in order to create an enhanced ELSA map for Uganda.
The team evaluated each of the targets to identify the
conservation features that should be included in the analysis
– depending on the complexity of the target, it might
correspond to one or multiple conservation features. 
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https://unsplash.com/photos/64Brvru4lM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVoxoLTD0DI&list=PL8vwCyAB16RrNnqsx_1J94Z6mZnAtmsWN&index=5&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0_ZzeCnqXw&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=NBSAPForum
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4xgEFA33xE&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=NBSAPForum
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Part3_Day1_Uganda_Oscar-Venter.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49505581158/in/album-72157671507847392/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49505581158/in/album-72157671507847392/
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They then identified spatial data that could serve as a proxy for each conservation feature
based on the discussions during the first workshop, obtained access to national data
sources, ingested these into the webtool, and adapted the parameters of the tool based on
national priorities.   
The goal of Part 3, Venter explained, was to work with participants as national experts and
stakeholders to assign weights and values to the features to represent their importance. In
addition, they would be asked to review the maps resulting from the analysis and provide
feedback.  
To set the stage for these interactive exercises, Venter provided an overview of the
functionality of the ELSA webtool. The webtool creates both ‘opportunity maps’ and ‘action
maps’ based on: (1) the input data layers (each of which serves as a proxy for one or more
conservation features) and (2) guidance from stakeholders about the relative importance of
each feature. The webtool identifies each feature as related to one of three themes:
biodiversity, carbon sequestration, or human well-being.  
Based on this differentiation, the tool offers the option to create ‘opportunity maps’ that
highlight potential areas of importance for each of these themes individually. For example,
a ‘biodiversity opportunity map’ would show the most important areas in the country for
biodiversity. The webtool also offers the option to create an ‘ELSA opportunity map’ that
identifies areas in Uganda that are most important for biodiversity, carbon sequestration,
and sustainable development together. These opportunity maps offer two advantages: (1)
they allow for an additional stage of expert feedback to verify that the maps reflect reality
on the ground; (2) they provide an idea of essential areas that the country should prioritize
to deliver on the top priority targets for nature, climate change, and sustainable
development identified during the first workshop. 
The ELSA webtool also provides the ability to create ‘action maps’ to support Uganda to
implement projects and plans related to these targets. These action maps show where
actions to protect, manage, and restore nature will be most impactful to achieve the
country’s 13 priority targets. Like the opportunity maps, the ELSA webtool can create
separate action maps for each theme as well as an overall ELSA action map.  
To complete his introduction, Venter then introduced participants to the new compilation
of national and global data layers included on the tool as conservation features for each of
its themes: biodiversity, carbon sequestration and human well-being. For biodiversity, the      
conservation features now available are: (1) forest structural integrity index; (2) intact non-
forest ecosystems; (3) key biodiversity areas; (4) rarity-weighted richness; (5) threatened
ecosystems; (6) threatened species richness; and (7) under-protected ecosystems. For
climate change mitigation, the      conservation features include: (1) biomass carbon; (2) soil
carbon; and (3) carbon sequestration. For human well-being, the      conservation features
are: (1) agro-forestation potential; (2) cattle corridors; (3) crop suitability; (4) future crop
suitability; (5) landslide risk; (6) potential clean water provision; (7) realised water
provisioning services; and (8) wetlands. 

Part III: Co-creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map
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SESSION 2
Session 2 invited participants to work with the science team to set the parameters to co-
create the second ELSA map for Uganda. This exercise included a detailed review and
weighting of the input datasets.  
EXPERT REVIEW AND STAKEHOLDER WEIGHTING OF DATASETS USED IN ELSA
ANALYSIS 
Mr. Scott Atkinson, Spatial Planner for the Sixth National Report (6NR) to the CBD, UNDP 
Mr. Daniel Waiswa, National Biodiversity Data Bank 

Presentation
Led by Mr. Scott Atkinson, Spatial Planner for the 6NR to the CBD at UNDP, and Mr. Daniel
Waiswa, National Biodiversity Data Bank, in this session, participants assigned weights to
each data layer based on two criteria: (1) the quality of the data; and (2) the importance of
the conservation feature the layer represents. They introduced some basic guidelines for
weighting each data layer on a scale of 0 to 5:  

0: no importance and/or quality compared to other data layers 
0.5: half importance and/or quality compared to the other data layers 
1: average importance and/or quality compared to other data layers 
2: double importance and/or quality compared to other data layers 
5: maximum importance and/or quality compared to other data layers 

After the lecture and a question-and-answer section, the 17 participants entered the weights
that they deemed appropriate for each of the 13 features into an interactive Google sheet.
Each participant allocated a weight according to the importance of the topic and the trust
they had in the quality of the respective datasets. This process provided the key parameters
that would be used to create Uganda’s second ELSA map. 
During this exercise, participants provided feedback on the datasets used to inform future
iterations of the analysis. Comments included: 

That areas where trees may not grow for climatic reasons haven’t been accounted for.
Those in a forested area biome are assumed as possible areas for
reforestation/afforestation projects.  
The weighting system should be standardized into a range. 
That the rainfall data may skew results on landslide risk, so it is not included in the map.
Data on slopes, rainforests, forest cover, and actual occurrence of landslides is used
jointly as a predictor of landslide risk. 
 That datasets of Uganda protected areas should be further included. 
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SESSION 3
In Session 3, participants continued with their historic work to co-create Uganda’s second
ELSA map. They began with a review of the opportunity map produced using their weights,
created the action map, and reviewed synergies and trade-offs. The session concluded with
agreement on the final weighting of conservation features for Uganda’s ELSA map. 
HOW CAN ELSA SUPPORT UGANDA? 
Mr. Francis Ogwal, Resources Manager, National Environment Management Authority
(NEMA)

Presentation
Mr. Francis Ogwal, Resources Manager at NEMA and co-chair of the open-ended
intersessional working group for the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework, opened the
session by relaying updates on the Convention on Biological Diversity’s (CBD) upcoming
framework. Ogwal described that over the last decade, plans to curb biodiversity loss have
not produced the intended results. As such, it is urgent that Parties to the CBD get the new
framework right in order to get back on track and achieve the 2030 targets and 2050 goals.
Ogwal pointed out that the post-2020 global biodiversity framework is a tool for all and
therefore should be based on open, transparent, and inclusive, science-based principles. He
described two aspects of the framework that could be achieved with support of a
methodology like the ELSA process: (1) ensuring the ability to measure and show progress
toward 2030 targets and 2050 goals; and (2) ensuring that 2030 targets are indeed the right
tools to meet the 2050 Vision of living in harmony with nature.  
CO-CREATION OF UGANDA’S ELSA MAP 
Dr. Oscar Venter, Director, Conservation Solutions Lab, UNBC 

Presentation
Dr. Oscar Venter, Director of the Conservation Solutions Lab at UNBC, started this session
by recapping the work done the previous day concerning weighting the datasets. Based on
the inputs from participants in Session 2, Venter produced an average weighting for each
conservation feature in the analysis as well as each of the three themes: biodiversity, carbon
sequestration, and human well-being (Fig. 11). He highlighted that based on stakeholder
weights, Key Biodiversity Areas was the conservation feature with the largest importance
across all themes, followed by wetlands, and potential clean water provision. He also
reflected on the fact that none of the layers were allocated a value of zero, meaning that all
of the layers had some type of value in the analysis. 
Venter then shared with participants the resulting opportunity maps created by the ELSA
webtool based on these weights, emphasizing that areas with a deeper yellow to red colour
indicated higher importance (Fig. 12). He showed participants the opportunity maps for
each theme, as well as the ELSA opportunity map that combined features from all three
themes. Venter reminded the participants that the ELSA opportunity map was quite
different from the opportunity maps for each theme because, for example, opportunities
for carbon capture occur in different areas than opportunities for biodiversity and human
well-being. The ELSA opportunity map analyses all input datasets, negotiates conflicts     
 among the three themes, and identifies areas that maximize the net benefits across all
themes.  

Part III: Co-creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map
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FIGURE 11: Initial average stakeholder weights for: (1) all conservation features included
in the analysis and (2) each theme.  

FIGURE 12: The first opportunity map presented by Oscar.

Part III: Co-creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map
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SECOND ITERATION OF UGANDA’S ELSA ACTION MAP  
Dr. Oscar Venter, Director, Conservation Solutions Lab,
UNBC 
After reviewing the results of Session 3’s weighting exercise
and the resulting opportunity map, Venter led a second
interactive session with participants to co-create Uganda’s
ELSA action map. The actions depicted in the map were
based on existing national targets in Uganda for nature-
based actions: protect an additional 5% of national territory,
restore an additional 13% of national territory, and
sustainably manage an additional 10% of national territory.
The creation of the action map relied on the same weights
used to create the opportunity map. During this session,
participants had the ability to review the results and
determine if any weights should be adjusted to achieve the
desired outcomes.  
One of the outputs provided by the ELSA webtool shows the
degree to which each conservation feature can be met by
the action map, relative to what is possible under a more
targeted planning scenario. A score of 100% means that the
conservation feature has been represented as well in the
ELSA approach (which aims to represent all conservation
features) as if it were to be planned for in isolation. Venter
reviewed the various features that had lower scores, asking
participants to help determine if the results were
satisfactory. If they were not, he worked with them to revise
the weighting.       
Through this exercise, participants opted to change the
weight for intact non-forest ecosystems, threatened
ecosystems, as well as wetlands. However, the results were
not altered very much by this change in weighting due to
the zoning constraints of the model; these zoning
constraints regulate the overall land where actions can be
taken to protect, manage, and restore in Uganda, providing
a key input into the ELSA model. On the other hand, the
new weights improved the coverage of wetlands in the ELSA
map but diminished predicted results around future crop
suitability. The final weight for intact non-forest
ecosystems, threatened ecosystems, and wetlands were 6.0,
4.0, and 10.0 respectively.
Through the overall process, the results showed that
participants highly valued biodiversity and human well-
being features (Fig. 13). For example, wetlands received a
weight of 10.0, and intact non-forest ecosystems received a
weight of 6.0, reflecting the country’s keen interest in
sustainable management for human well-being and
biodiversity conservation. 
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Venter walked participants through the process needed to change the weights in the
webtool, and demonstrated how to re-run the analysis. The result was Uganda’s second
ELSA map. Venter highlighted that the map would be verified and finalized by national
experts, and used to guide recommendations for policy. He also shared that a key output of
the project will be providing a user manual to enable stakeholders to be able to use the tool
independently. 
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Three features related to climate change mitigation received low weights, which might be
related to the fact that there is not a high degree of living carbon in Uganda’s ecosystems.
Therefore, carbon relevant outcomes may not be as much of a concern. 

FIGURE 13: Final average stakeholder weights for: (1) all conservation features included in
the analysis and (2) each theme. 

Venter walked participants through the process needed to change the weights in the
webtool, and demonstrated how to re-run the analysis. The result was Uganda’s second
ELSA map. Venter highlighted that the map would be verified and finalized by national
experts, and used to guide recommendations for policy. He also shared that a key output of
the project will be providing a user manual to enable stakeholders to be able to use the tool
independently.  
In closing, Venter applauded the efforts made during the workshop. Uganda’s second ELSA
action map shows regions where actions to protect, manage, and restore nature would
support policy makers to achieve the 13 priority targets identified in the first workshop. The
actions depicted in the map are based on existing national targets in Uganda to protect an
additional 5% of national territory, restore an additional 13% of national territory, and
sustainably manage an additional 10%. By using the ELSA webtool, participants were able to
create an ELSA action map using the best national datasets and incorporating stakeholder
values directly into the process.  

Part III: Co-creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map



Ms. Monique Akullo, Senior Internal Monitoring and Evaluation Officer at NEMA, facilitated
an interactive feedback session (Fig. 14 - 15) to support further project development in
Uganda. This discussion also served to identify opportunities where the second iteration of
the ELSA map for Uganda could support current workstreams. Participants provided
responses to several questions with comprehensive information that the team could use to
further improve the data used in this iteration of the ELSA maps.  

The ELSA webtool is useful but relies on experts’ input to upload good datasets and
adjust weights.      
A manual for explaining how to use the webtool and how to analyse spatial data would
be helpful.       
Uganda should develop a data standard.  
The webtool can be improved by piloting and evaluating performance.
The webtool can be used to support planning processes in Uganda.  

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
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SESSION 4
In Session 4, participants gave in-depth feedback on the project and learned about next
steps for ELSA in Uganda. 
INTERACTIVE FEEDBACK SESSION 
Ms. Monique Akullo, Senior Internal Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, NEMA 

Key comments included: 
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Part III: Co-creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map

https://unsplash.com/@jerang
https://unsplash.com/photos/nzifw_VkkbA
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FIGURE 15: Interactive feedback question 2: How can this tool be used in Uganda? 

FIGURE 14: Interactive feedback question 1: How would you describe the ELSA webtool?  

Part III: Co-creation and revision of Uganda’s ELSA Map

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/albums/72157671507847392
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PART IV: MONITORING
PROGRESS ON UGANDA’S
ELSAS 

Recording
Part 4 aimed to introduce participants to new data and
functionalities available that will be available on UN
Biodiversity Lab. It also showed how Dynamic World data can
be used to produce dynamic indicators for Uganda’s priority
targets, supporting the country to report on progress to
implement its nature-based goals.       
DYNAMIC DATA AND INDICATORS 
Dr. Steven Brumby, CEO/CTO and Co-founder, Impact
Observatory 
Ms. Samantha Hyde, Co-founder and Head of Operations and
Programs, Impact Observatory 

Presentation
Dr. Steven Brumby, CEO/CTO and Co-founder of Impact
Observatory, and Ms. Samantha Hyde, Co-founder and Head
of Operations and Programs at Impact Observatory, led Part 4
of the workshop.  
The session opened with an introduction to a new dataset
called Dynamic World that can contribute to monitoring
progress to achieve Uganda’s 13 priority targets identified
through the ELSA process. Dynamic World is an open-source
10 meter/pixel land use land cover (LULC) product that will
be released in 2021. Built through machine learning
algorithms and satellite imagery, it utilizes dynamic data to
enable users to understand the state of baselining and help
them with national planning, monitoring, and reporting
processes. The algorithm is developed to detect and quantify
changes through time. The creation of this automatically
updatable LULC map additionally enables the possibility for
automatic updates of high-value science datasets, including
those that track terrestrial biomass carbon storage, human
footprint, and urban land use.  
Brumby highlighted how Dynamic World and its associated
datasets can monitor progress towards a selection of the 13
priority targets identified in Uganda. Dynamic data can
support the monitoring of a variety of targets, including:
reforestation, tree-growing in farmlands, freshwater
preservation, and increased wetland cover. However, there is
room for improvement. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tINyR1kXMjQ&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=NBSAPForum
https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Dynamic-Monitoring-of-Nature-Based-Targets_Nov-2020_Uganda.pdf
https://unsplash.com/@sita2
https://unsplash.com/photos/qNOpyWCwqOY
https://unsplash.com/photos/qNOpyWCwqOY


Next, Brumby and Hyde presented on the new and improved UN Biodiversity Lab. The UN
Biodiversity Lab was created by UNDP, the United National Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), with funding
from the Global Environment Facility, to support policymakers to develop policy-focused,
data-driven sustainable development solutions. With over 130 of the world’s best datasets
on nature, climate, and sustainable development, the platform enables users to upload
national data in secure national workspaces, visualize global and national data, run basic
analyses, and create maps, all in a free, open-source environment that does not require any
previous GIS experience. The public page of the platform has received over 55,000 views,
and its private national workspaces are in use by 313 policymakers from 61 countries. As a
key mechanism to support countries developing their national reports on biodiversity
mandated by CBD, UN Biodiversity Lab contributed to a two-fold increase in the use of
spatial analyses across the UNDP GEF-supported countries. 
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Additional metrics could be developed in the future to monitor others of the 13 priority
targets, including: the restoration of degraded ecosystems, the development and use of
biofuels, disaster risk reduction, livestock rearing, the impacts of fisheries activities on fish
stocks, as well as water resource management. 
During the discussion, participants highlighted the importance of data validity. Brumby and
Hyde confirmed there will be two separate validations for the Dynamic World dataset with
the support of external experts. They also reinforced the goal to continue refining the
algorithms and produce maps on the intersection between land use and land cover.  

USING UN BIODIVERSITY LAB TO MONITOR NATURE 
Dr. Steven Brumby, CEO/CTO and Co-founder, Impact Observatory 
Ms. Samantha Hyde, Co-founder and Head of Operations and Programs, Impact Observatory 

To be released in 2021, the upgraded UN Biodiversity Lab will include: 
Modern web app design 
Updated global data catalogue compiled based on UN data standards 
Automatic metrics calculations of several key layers for any Area of Interest (AOI) 
Download AIO raw data for any data layer (vector layers coming in 2021) 
API enables seamless integrations with other solutions 
Private workspaces available upon request 
Fully available in English, French, Russian, Portuguese and Spanish 

The new portal will allow users to quickly pull summary metrics, such as those associated
with the Dynamic World data, for a particular geospatial area using helpful widgets. These
key analytics can inform the monitoring and implementation of national targets and
indicators, track implementation of Uganda’s ELSA map, and support monitoring for the
targets of the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework. 
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Part IV: Monitoring progress on Uganda’s ELSAs 

http://www.unbiodiversitylab.org/http:/www.unbiodiversitylab.org
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49424805687/in/album-72157671507847392/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wildlifepictures/49424805687/in/album-72157671507847392/
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Dr. Jamison Ervin, Manager, UNDP 
Presentation

Dr. Jamison Ervin, Manager of UNDP’s Global Programme of
Nature for Development, reflected on the success of the
workshop, its outcomes, and the next steps. Ervin
commended the progress that has been made since the first
project workshop eight months prior and congratulated the
participants on their newest ELSA map. She highlighted that
after the workshop spatial experts will continue to iterate
upon the country’s maps and discuss how the project results
can be connected to action.  
 Ervin also highlighted the potential for connecting the    
 ELSA work with Uganda’s long-standing leadership in
Biodiversity Finance (BIOFIN), an international initiative on
using financial incentives to support sustainable biodiversity
management. Building off its work with BIOFIN, Uganda is
well positioned to lead in mainstreaming the ELSA mapping
process into national and international planning efforts,
including the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework.  

NEXT STEPS

CLOSING AND REFLECTIONS 
Ms. Monique Akullo, Senior Internal Monitoring and
Evaluation Officer, National Environment Management
Authority  
Ms. Monique Akullo, Senior Internal Monitoring and
Evaluation Officer at NEMA closed the workshop with a
reflection on how the ELSA maps could help inform how
Uganda manages and protects its biodiversity. Specifically,
Akullo explained that the maps could strengthen projects
connected to the country’s BIOFIN work, for example,
enhancing its payment for ecosystem services modalities or
its biodiversity offsets mechanisms. In addition, the maps
could help local governments to procure additional funds to
safeguard their biodiversity.  
Finally, Akullo thanked the participants for investing their
time and energy into the project, explaining that their
contributions will help Uganda create a practical tool for
overcoming planning problems. Akullo expressed a desire to
continue this collaboration and explore other partnerships
with both national and international counterparts.  
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https://www.learningfornature.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Part-3_Next-Steps_Jamison-Ervin-compressed.pdf
https://www.biodiversityfinance.net/
https://unsplash.com/photos/GslkLJOPvI8
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